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Abstract
Aspect languages for Smalltalk have not kept up with ad-
vances in aspect language research. Arguably the only well-
known aspect language for Smalltalk is AspectS. It is a
ground-breaking contribution, especially regarding dynamic
aspects, yet it lacks amenities which aspect language users
have come to rely on, e.g. the use of patterns in pointcuts and
the ability to declare aspect precedence. Alternative aspect
languages for Smalltalk are effectively absent. As a result,
currently Smalltalk lacks a modern and powerful aspect lan-
guage.To address this deficit, we elected to design and build
PHANtom: a modern aspect language for Pharo Smalltalk.
PHANtom is designed to be an aspect language in the spirit
of Smalltalk: dynamic, simple and powerful. PHANtom is
a modern aspect language because it incorporates what we
consider to be the best features of languages that precede
it, includes recent research results in aspect interactions and
reentrancy control, and is designed from the onset to be op-
timized and compiled where possible. This demo presents
PHANtom by first providing an introduction to the language,
detailing its philosophy and fundamental features. It second
discusses the salient features of the language by demonstrat-
ing the use of PHANtom in an example application.

Categories and Subject Descriptors D.3.3 [Programming
Languages]: Language Constructs and Features
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Description of the Demonstration
Aspect languages for Smalltalk have not kept up with ad-
vances in aspect language research. Arguably the only well-
known aspect language for Smalltalk is AspectS [5]. It dates
from 2003 and, to the best of our knowledge, has not been
updated significantly since then. While a ground-breaking
contribution, especially regarding dynamic aspects, it lacks
amenities which aspect language users have come to rely on,
e.g. the use of patterns in pointcuts and the ability to declare
aspect precedence. We have not encountered alternative as-
pect languages for Smalltalk that are intended to be general-
purpose, which have been published or even well-described.
For our latest experiments with AOP we wished to use Pharo
Smalltalk, which meant we also required an aspect language
that incorporates recent AOP research results, is solid, pow-
erful and extensible. Current aspect languages for Smalltalk
did not meet our criteria and hence we set out to build our
own language, called PHANtom [4].

PHANtom is designed to be an aspect language in the
spirit of Smalltalk: dynamic, simple and powerful. PHAN-
tom is a modern aspect language because it incorporates
what we deem are the best features of languages that precede
it, includes recent research results, and is designed from the
onset to be optimized and compiled where possible. Notable
language features are:

• the use of patterns in pointcuts, taken from AspectJ [6],
• presence of inter-type declarations, taken from AspectJ,
• static precedence-based aspect ordering scheme, taken

from AspectJ,
• run-time ability of advice to alter the execution of sched-

uled advice at the current join point, taken from Dynamic
AspectJ [1],

• dynamic deployment and undeployment, from AspectS,
• all language constructs are first-class objects, taken from

AspectS and AspectScheme [3],
• a symmetric view of classes and aspects, where advice

are methods, taken from Eos-U [8].
• reentrancy control based on computational membranes [10]



PHANtom adds to the state of the art in aspect languages
as its joining of the above language features is new. Lastly
it proposes, what is to the best of our knowledge, the first
granularity refinement to the static AspectJ aspect ordering
scheme by allowing pointcuts to determine a local aspect
ordering scheme. PHANtom improves on existing general-
purpose aspect languages in Smalltalk by allowing the use
of patterns for pointcut definitions, having constructs for ad-
vice execution ordering and reentrancy control. We therefore
consider that PHANtom is of interest to the Smalltalk pro-
grammer wanting to use AOP, or to the AOSD conference
attendee that wishes to write aspects in Smalltalk.

The demonstration will start with an introduction to
PHANtom, detailing the philosophy behind the language
and explaining its fundamental features before beginning
with the actual demo itself. The demo itself will consist of
developing an example application, where we highlight and
discuss different salient features of the language in the pro-
cess of performing the development activity.

Beyond AspectS, we have not been able to find signifi-
cant related work on aspect languages in Smalltalk. except
for a new aspect language called PHASE [7]. The goal of
PHASE is however radically different from PHANTom: it is
designed and implemented as a validation of the concept of
meta join point model. This model defines new join points to
characterize the structure and behavior of aspects, together
with the corresponding pointcut language predicates. The
ultimate goal of the work is to use aspects to compose as-
pects, since aspect composition can be considered a cross-
cutting concern. To the best of our knowledge, PHASE has
only been used as a proof of concept, which is in accordance
to its stated goal. PHANtom on the other hand aims to be
a general-purpose aspect language for Pharo Smalltalk, and
already has been successfully used in various (small-sized)
applications and research projects.

PHANtom is currently implemented using MethodWrap-
pers [2], a meta-object protocol that allows the implemen-
tation of a method to be swapped with an alternative im-
plementation. Pointcuts are parsed using the PetitParser [9]
framework and are matched using the descriptions of classes
and of methods. Matches identify methods that need to be
replaced by the infrastructure of PHANtom that is in charge
of executing advice, along with the original behavior of the
method. Work is in progress to replace the current imple-
mentation of PHANtom with a complier, based on the new
compiler framework (Opal) being implemented for Pharo.
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Additional Information
Additional information on PHANtom is available on its web-
site: http://pleiad.cl/phantom
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